Motorhome Collection 2006

Elddis 2006 Motorhome Collection
The 2006 range of Elddis motorhomes represents a superb marriage of
transport with the finest touring accommodation across 12 practical and
stylish vehicles.
Hand built in the UK with an outstanding specification, they not only look
good, but they are real performers. Every vehicle in the range is full of famous
name appliances - the ultimate in value for money.
The 2006 range of Elddis motorhomes is our best yet and contains many
new features.
The entry level Autoquest, the mid range Autocirrus and the luxurious
Autostratus are built on the very popular Peugeot Boxer chassis. With
striking exterior graphic designs and vehicle liveries, they not only look good,
but they are real performers.
Within the range of Elddis motorhomes you will find something for everyone
from 2 to 6 berth, short to long wheel base, and entry level to affordable
luxury specification and styling.

Autostratus 500

Elddis - What’s New for 2006
New Models & Layouts
As well as having an improved specification in 2006 the Autoquest ranges has two new
models. The first addition is the 170. The first fixed bed motorhome in the Autoquest range.
The second addition to the range is the 180. Manufactured on a long wheel based Peugeot
Boxer chassis, this is a 6-berth motorhome with six seat belts, a side dinette and a spacious
rear lounge area.
The 4-berth Autocirrus 200 hi-line now has a low profile sister, the 210. Also with a rear
washroom, this is a spacious 2-berth with a relaxing and comfortable L-shaped lounge area.

‘So Comfortable Mattress’
Now supplied as standard on all fixed beds in the Autostratus range, the Exclusive 'So
Comfortable' pocket sprung mattress is a traditional top quality deep sprung system with
hundreds of springs encapsulated in individual pockets unsurpassed in the ability to supply
all over comfort and support with no roll together.
As it’s name suggests, we believe this is the best motorhome mattress in the UK.

Privacy Windows
The new Seitz side and rear privacy windows (excludes washrooms) are exclusive to The
Explorer Group in the UK and bring a new level of style to our motorhomes.
Supplied as standard on the Autostratus and Autocirrus ranges, they allow you to see out, but
prevent your neighbours from seeing in.
The new windows help to reflect light that damages upholstery and can assist in keeping the
interior cooler on the brightest of sunny days. Tests have shown a temperature difference of
up to 3ºC cooler on the inside of the vehicle than standard windows.
They also provide an added element of security by reducing the ability of would-be thieves
from seeing your motorhome contents.

Elddis Autoquest 2006
This very popular UK built motorhome range has been extended to 8 models
for 2006 with the addition of the fixed bed 170 and rear lounge180.
Autoquest continues to be one of the best-equipped entry-level coach-built
motorhomes on the market today with a huge range of optional extras
available to suit every need.
Inside the living quarters you'll find an impressive list of features to increase
user comfort and enhance your touring enjoyment.
The new 170 fixed double bed model has a one-piece mattress to ensure
maximum comfort and a one-piece metal bed frame with easy lift gas struts.
This four-berth motorhome has ample storage space under the bed. It also
comes with 2 swivel cab seats at no extra cost.
The second addition to the range is the 180 model. The 180 is manufactured
on a long wheel base 2.2ltr Peugeot Boxer chassis and is a six berth
motorhome with six seat belts, so all passengers can travel in safety and
comfort. With a side dinette and a rear lounge area the whole family will be
able to enjoy this new layout.

Autoquest - Exterior Styling
Built on the Peugeot Boxer HDi Turbo Diesel chassis, the 2006 Autoquest
features burgundy and silver exterior graphics by CGI. Excellent all round
visibility and the responsiveness of the smooth 5-speed gearbox makes the
Autoquest a pleasure to drive.

Autoquest 100

Autoquest - Interior Living Space
The spacious interior of all 2006 Autoquests features new sprung upholstery in warm fun
loving Capiro Corfu red and gold, beautifully complemented by Capiro gold lined curtains with
matching tie backs, and coordinating saffron coloured carpets (loose lay available as an
optional extra).
Montreal Maple furnishings, featuring framed Ash furniture doors with chrome handles,
bring out the true warmth and richness of the beautiful interior design. Whilst large
windows, thoughtful layouts and a range of lighting give this ever popular range a unique and
spacious appeal.
The cab is packed with features such as fully upholstered cab seats and plenty of handy
storage for maps, tour guides and refreshments.

Autoquest 180

Autoquest 170

Autoquest 100

Autoquest 120

Autoquest 130

4 Berth
2 x Double beds

4 Berth
2 x Double beds

5 Berth
2 x Double beds
and
1 x Single bed

Autoquest 140

Autoquest 150

Autoquest 160

4 Berth
2 x Double beds
or
1 x Double bed
2 x Single beds

4 Berth
2 x Double beds

4 Berth
2 x Double beds
2 x Single beds

Autoquest 170

Autoquest 180

4 Berth
1 x Fixed bed
1 x Double bed

6 Berth
3 x Double Beds

NEW

NEW

Autoquest - Improvements for 2006

Accessories Supplied with the Autoquest Range

• New RM7270 Dometic refrigerator

• Owners Information Pack (Contains Owners Handbook,
Peugeot Handbook, component manufacturers user
manuals, regulatory certificates and forms)

• New Capiro Corfu red and gold sprung upholstery
• New ‘Saffron’ fitted carpet (available as loose lay option)
• New ‘Burdur’ furniture worktops to match the kitchen work
surfaces
• Colour coded bumper as standard

• Shower mat
• Grill pan
• 25m 230v hook up lead
• Battery tray
• Thetford Aqua Kem pack
• Base vehicle tool kit
• Fridge vent covers
• Sink plugs
• Microtag security marking kit
• External water pump

Elddis Autocirrus 2006
The Autocirrus is the next step up from the Autoquest range with more
refinement and equipment as standard and is coach built on the Peugeot
Boxer 2.2ltr HDi turbo diesel medium wheel base chassis.
2006 sees the addition of a new low profile 2-berth motorhome to the
Autocirrus range. The new Autocirrus 210 has a low profile body and a
relaxing L shaped lounge perfect for 2 people.
In addition we have the 200 hi-line. With two double beds and 2 rear
passenger seatbelts, the 200 accommodates 4 people easily and safely in
this impressive and spacious motorhome.

Autocirrus – Exterior Styling
Red and silver graphics designed by CGI give the Autocirrus a fresh,
modern look.
The overall look of the Autocirrus combines the size and practicality of the
budget Autoquest with the body styling and form of the premium Autostratus.

Autocirrus - Interior Living Space
Colorado terracotta and leaf green interior colour with terracotta loose lay removable carpets complement the
coordinating furniture in Montreal Maple accentuated by anthracite handles. Matching terracotta window and
cab curtains with upholstered tiebacks finish the look.
A TV station, neatly positioned beneath the shapely cocktail cabinet wall unit provides the perfect viewing
position opposite the main seating and dining area.
Seitz mini Heki skylights are fitted in the washroom (and overcab sleeping area in the 200).
The large rear washroom in both the 200 and 210 comes with a separate round shower cubicle, washbasin and
Thetford rotatable toilet. Storage is in the form of an impressive deep wardrobe with drawers beneath.

The Kitchen
The brushed stainless steel effect to kitchen walls complements the Argent stainless steel linen effect, scratch
resistant sink, hob and drainer that come complete with a bespoke, matching silver washing up bowl and
Chinchilla glass hob and sink covers that double as chopping boards.
The anthracite handles on the fern green and silver sand coloured glass oven and grill fronts and the Verdigris
laminated hardwearing worktops add to the elegance of the overall décor.
Below the raised and easy access Dometic RM7271 refrigerator, is a convenient and practical bottle store, ideal
for items too big for the cocktail cabinet.

Autocirrus - Improvements for 2006
Autocirrus 200

• New 210 low profile model
• NEW Seitz S6.4 privacy windows
• New ‘Verdigirs’ furniture worktops to match the kitchen work surfaces
• New cab curtains for night-time privacy

Autocirrus 200
4 Berth
2 x Double beds

Accessories Supplied with the Autocirrus Range
• Owners Information Pack (Contains Owners Handbook, Peugeot Handbook, component manufacturers user
manuals, regulatory certificates and forms)
• Shower mat
• Grill pan
• 25m 230v hook up lead
• Battery tray
• Thetford Aqua Kem pack
• Base vehicle tool kit
• Fridge vent covers
• Sink plugs
• Microtag security marking kit
• External water pump

Autocirrus 210
2 Berth
1 x Double bed

NEW

Elddis Autostratus 2006
The luxury Elddis Autostratus is one of the most stylish, well-equipped and
affordable motorhomes in its class.
Built on the 2.8-litre HDi Turbo Diesel Boxer chassis from Peugeot for sheer
driving pleasure and performance, the sleek lines of the Autostratus are
accentuated by the streamlined low profile shape.
Two different layouts are available the 500 (rear storage) and 510 (fixed bed).
Both offer an uncompromising motorhome experience.
The washroom areas are compact yet practical and come equipped with a
shower, Thetford rotatable toilet system and washbasin. The 510 features a
separate washbasin with vanity mirror.
An attractive 'hi-line', optional over cab double bed to the standard layouts
transforms the look of this elegant motorhome turning it into a spacious
6 berth.
If touring to you means luxurious lounging and relaxation then the Autostratus
is for you.

Autostratus – Exterior Styling
For 2006 we have introduced modernized black and chrome aero style
graphics and ultra-cool Seitz privacy windows, which give the Autostratus a
stunning new look.
Alloy wheels define the smart appearance, whilst an extending electric
powered step, rear reversing aids and side docking lights are just a few of
the many practical features.
An array of external lockers and roof bars with a lightweight rear ladder
provide plenty of storage options for all of your equipment.
The 500 model has a large storage space for bicycles, outdoor furniture,
awnings and equipment, and is situated under the rear double bed.
The remote controlled electric rise and fall of the rear bed allows you to have
variable heights for storage space on the move or maximum sleeping space
on site.
The 510 has a large exterior locker door which opens to the substantial
storage space underneath the fixed bed which is in itself easily lifted on the
one piece metal bed frame’s gas struts for complete access.

Autostratus 500

Autostratus - Interior Living Space
All layouts provide generous seating and dining areas especially when the front cab seats are turned to face the lounge area.
The stunning 'M' check sprung upholstery along with the coordinating scatter cushions, Capiro curtains and pelmets all combine
to give the Autostratus a truly up market feel. Stylish chrome positive push furniture catches on Montreal Maple finished cabinets
complete the beautiful interior look.
New for 2006 is the exclusive ‘So Comfortable’ pocket sprung mattress to the fixed bed in both the 500 and 510. As it’s name
suggests you are in for an exceptionally good night’s sleep.
You'll also find easy to use control panels, and stunning chrome directional spotlights to provide you with soft ambient lighting.

The Kitchen
The convenient central kitchen comes fully equipped with a linen effect stainless steel 4 burner hob, sink and drainer. Practical
and stylish, both have Chinchilla glass work top lids that act as chopping boards.
An illuminated double shelf combination gas oven and grill from Spinflo and a 550w electric microwave provide all the cooking
appliances you could ever need.
Practicality also comes in the form of a multi-position table, ideal for evening drinks, games or for occasional use. It can be
conveniently stowed away in the wardrobe when not in use.
A large dining table is also provided for meal times. This too stores neatly away in a bespoke cupboard under the kitchen
worktop.
Air conditioning is available on all models as an optional extra in lieu of the Omnivent.
Autostratus 500

Autostratus 500

Autostratus
500LL
4 Berth
1 x Fixed Double bed
1 x Double bed

Autostratus - Improvements for 2006
• Seitz 6.5 Duette privacy windows
• New black and chrome aero style exterior graphics
• New and exclusive ‘So Comfortable’ pocket sprung mattress to fixed double beds

Accessories Supplied with the Autostratus Range
• Owners Information Pack (Contains Owners Handbook, Peugeot Handbook,
component manufacturers user manuals, regulatory certificates and forms)
• Shower mat
• Grill pan
• 25m 230v hook up lead

Autostratus
500HL
6 Berth
2 x Fixed Double beds
1 x Double bed

• Battery tray
• Thetford Aqua Kem pack
• Base vehicle tool kit
• Fridge vent covers
• Sink plugs
• Microtag security marking kit
• External water pump
• Mud flaps (pair)
• Cab silver screens

Autostratus
510LL

Autostratus
510HL

4 Berth
1 x Fixed Double bed
1 x Double bed

6 Berth
2 x Fixed Double beds
1 x Double bed

Elddis Security Systems
Theft Deterrent, Prevention and Security
of Your Motorhome
This is taken very seriously with Elddis. That is why we
have provided a combination of standard features and
optional extras designed to deter and prevent thieves from
stealing your property. And in the unlikely event that they
should succeed, aid the identification and speedy
recovery of your investment and assist in the prosecution
of the thief.

Microtag©
Supplied as standard with every Elddis
2006 season motorhome, MicroTag© is an
innovative and technologically advanced
property tracing system that can be easily
applied to all your valuables. Marking your
property with Microdots not only deters
theft, but will also help lead to the successful prosecution
of the thief and the recovery of your stolen valuables.
In the event of theft or loss the police can locate the
MicroDot by using an ultra violet light. The MicroDots are
then read using a MicroDot reader, or a conventional
microscope.
Each MicroDot is laser etched with a freephone helpline
and your own unique number which is registered on the
International Security Register which is manned 24 hours
a day, 365 days a year.

Minder
Theft of motorhomes is a growing problem. The UK
Motorhome Industry and HPI have joined together to
create MINDER, a vehicle security system to protect your
investment.
All new Elddis Motorhomes will carry new identification
numbers giving a greater level of security to owners and
enabling future buyers to confidently identify the vehicle
and check its history. The system is based on HPI's
database holding details of over 60 million vehicles
registered in the UK.
Each MINDER registered motorhome will carry a unique
Motorhome Identification Number (MIN) Vehicle
Identification Number (VIN) and registration mark. To
ensure accurate identification each motorhome will carry
a 'hIdden electronic tag and visible etching to identify the
vehicle by its MIN number, It will also carry a highly visible
sticker to warn off potential thieves.

Autostratus 500

Peugeot Driving Pleasure

Having gone to great lengths to provide 3 stunning
motorhome ranges for maximum touring enjoyment, it
was very important to match the styling with superb on the
road performance.
The Peugeot HDi engines are a unique combination of
power, drivability and economy, which increase efficiency,
reduce fuel consumption and cut down pollution.
Peugeot have made sure that every element from the
dynamic engine and independent front suspension to the
ventilated disc brakes, improves road holding. All of
which is testament to why Peugeot has a substantial
number of motorhome customers.
In addition to an ergonomic dashboard elegantly finished
with walnut effect trim (optional on certain models), the
gear change is dashboard mounted so nothing obstructs
moving from the cab to the living space. And to make
things kinder on the driver, Peugeot has provided extra
soundproofing and power assisted steering.
There is even a clever dashboard-mounted collapsible
clipboard designed to hold a map or written directions to
a destination.
Electric windows and central locking come as standard
and there is even an in-cab power point. Split-optic
electrically heated and powered exterior mirrors provide
good vision rearwards too in all weather conditions.
Other benefits include adjustable lumbar support, rake
and reach, a seat mounted armrest (that can be height
adjusted and folded back) and front door armrests.
Driving positions don't come much better than this and
you'll appreciate the unobscured vision ahead and to
either side.

Peugeot Security
Security on the Peugeot comes in the form of a rolling
transponder immobilizer, lockable fuel filler cap to the
80-litre fuel tank and a lockable glove box.

Peugeot 3 Years of Warranty
All Elddis motorhomes first registered in the UK, benefit
from a Peugeot 2-year unlimited mileage manufacturers
warranty and a free optional additional 1-year of warranty
provided by the Peugeot Dealer Network in the UK. This
additional warranty carries a limit of 60,000 miles from first
registration and is dependent upon the recommended
servicing being carried out at the specified intervals*.

Peugeot Assistance
For the first year of ownership you will automatically
receive Peugeot Assistance cover for complete peace of
mind. Operated by the RAC, it includes European cover,
roadside assistance, vehicle recovery, free replacement
car or hotel accommodation and chauffeur provision in
case of certain medical disabilities*.
*For full terms and conditions consult your Peugeot
Dealer in the UK.

Engine

2.0 HDi Turbo Diesel

2.2 HDi Turbo Diesel

2.8 HDi Turbo Diesel

1997

2179

2798

4

4

4

Maximum Power bhp @ rpm

85 @4000rpm

104 @ 4000rpm

127 @ 3600rpm

Maximum Power kW @ rpm

62kW @ 4000rpm

74kW @ 4000rpm

93.5kW @ 3600rpm

Maximum Torque Nm @ rpm

192Nm @ 1900rpm

250Nm @ 1900rpm

300Nm @ 1800rpm

Cubic Capacity
Number of Cylinders

Standard Features and Optional Extras:
Autoquest Autocirrus Autostratus
Peugeot 2.0ltr HDi Turbo Diesel
Boxer Chassis





Peugeot 2.2ltr Engine 330 LWB
Chassis (Standard on 180) NEW

NEW





GRP Hi-Line Over Cab Body
Moulding (Standard on 200)
GRP Lo-Line Body Moulding
(Standard on 210) NEW

For more information about the Elddis Owners Club follow
the link on the Explorer Group website, visit the owners
club site, or contact John Harrison for membership
information at:
The Elddis Owners Club, 9 Brookside Avenue, Bedale,
North Yorkshire, DL8 2DP.
www.elddisowners.co.uk



O

Colour Coded Front Bumper

As an Elddis owner, you are eligible to join the Elddis
Owners Club. With a huge number of rallies and wide
range of activities to take part in, membership adds a
whole new dimension to the fun you can have and the
friends you can make whilst enjoying your motorhome.



Peugeot 2.2ltr Engine 330 MWB
Chassis (Standard on 160/170)

Peugeot 2.8ltr HDi Turbo Diesel
Boxer Chassis

Elddis Owners Club



Autoquest Autocirrus Autostratus
Manual Omnistep



Corner Steadies
Cab Curtains
Cab Silver Screens













NEW









Peugeot CD/Radio System







Walnut Effect Dashboard Kit

O

O









NEW





Over Cab Double Bed
(Not available on 210)





O

O

Over Cab Opening Window
(c/w Hi-Line & 200)





O



Bed Safety Net
(Overcab, Hi-Line & 500)









Over Cab Bed Ladder (Hi-Line)







Over Cab Bed Privacy Curtain
(Hi-Line & 200)







Low Profile GRP Skirts





GRP Two Piece Back Panel







New Design Graphics





NEW

Stylish 16” Alloy Wheels







Spare Wheel







Mud Flaps (all round)







Mud Flaps (rear)







Roof Rack & Ladder

O



Silver Finish Aluminium Ladder &
Rear Roof Rack Rails



Rear Storage/Garage (500)
Exterior Equipment Lockers







Air Conditioning
(in lieu of Omnivent to conversion)



O

O

12v Omnivent (over kitchen)

O





Spinflo Midi Combination
Illuminated Oven with 2 Shelves









Combination 3 Burner Hob,
& Mini Grill 2020







O









Combination Full Oven with
4 Burner Hob

O











Microwave Oven



O



Exterior Access Door (510)







Gas Bottle Locker







Argent Linen Finish Stainless Steel
4 Burner Hob







Battery Box







Caraluna Mk2 Road lights

Argent Linen Finish Stainless Steel
Sink & Drainer













High Level Break Light









Chinchilla Glass Worktops





Docking Lights For Safer Reversing













Matching Washing Up Bowl

Rear Marker Lights







Stainless Steel Sink & Drainer







Stainless Steel Effect Kitchen Wallboard 







Reich Pelikan Kitchen Taps









Reich Trend Chrome Kitchen Taps







Dometic RM7270 Refrigerator NEW

NEW





Dometic RM7271 Refrigerator







Dometic RM7291 Refrigerator







Framed Ash Furniture Doors







Side Market Lights
(White & Red 2-Way)
Front Marker Lights







Jokon Awning Light







Audible Reversing Aid / Rear
Distance Sensor







Alarm System with 2 x Key Fob
Remote Controls

O

O



Horrex Exterior Door Flyscreen

Montreal Maple Veneer Furniture Doors 





O





Electric Omnistep to Exterior Door







Montreal Maple Wall Lockers with
Push Button Catches







Autoquest Autocirrus Autostratus
Wall Lockers







Crockery Locker







Montreal Maple Wallboards







Autoquest Autocirrus Autostratus
Heki II Luxus Skylight with framed
Ambient Lighting







Mini Heki (Washroom & Hi-Line)







Seitz 4.28 Rear & Side Windows







Seitz Duette 6.4 Frosted
Washroom Windows







Coordinated Laminate Furniture &
Kitchen Worktops







Vanity Mirror in Living Area







Wardrobe







Seltz S6.5 Duette Privacy
Windows (Side) NEW







Cocktail Cabinet







Seitz Cassette Blinds & Fly Screens







Bottle Store







Table & Table Storage Area







Seitz Duette Thermal Pleated Blind
& Flyscreen System







O

O



Occasional Table (Autoquest 170 )







Status Directional TV Aerial

12v Halogen Lights







External TV Aerial Input Socket







12v Reading Lights







TV Shelf (100/120/140/150/160/170)









TV Unit









Truma Auto Ultraheat Blown
Air System

O





Truma Heater







Crown 12v Ceiling Lights
Swivel Base To Both Cab Seats
(Autoquest 170 as standard)


O




Swivel Base To Passenger Cab
Seat Only (100/130/160)

O





Rear Passenger Seatbelts
(100/130/160/170/180/200 Only)

Truma Ultrastore Water
Heater System













Fresh Pipe System 12mm Push Fit







Sprung Upholstery







Waste Pipe System 28mm Push Fit







Universal Water Pump







Reich Twin Water Pump







Pocket Sprung ‘So Comfortable’
Mattress to Fixed Bed NEW





NEW

Scatter Cushions







Fresh Water Tank 115ltr (25.4 gallon)







Bolster Cushion Armrests







Fresh Water Tank 70ltr (15.4 gallon)







Removable Carpets

O





NEW





Fresh Water Tank 82ltr
(70ltr 100/130/180)







Waste Water Tank 40ltr (8.8 gallon)







Waste Water Tank 56 litre
(12.5 gallon)







Fitted Carpet
Door Mat & Tray







Visa Curtain Track







Nemplas Curtain Track







Roman Blind to End Washroom Models 





Reich Trend Chrome Vanity Taps







Reich Shower Equipment







Anti Bacterial Non-Slip Shower Mat







Thetford Rotatable Toilet







Thetford Rotatable Toilet System
(electronic)







Standard MPK Rooflight 400x400







Heki 2 Rooflight
(Option replaces std skylight)

O





NEW = Completely new for 2006
= Not Available O = Optional Extra
NEW = New Design or new to this model

The Elddis Promise
For over 40 years value for money has been central to the
design and development process with all Elddis
motorhomes, through the building and rigorous testing of
prototypes, to construction, fitting and finishing. The wide
range of products we currently offer embraces every
imaginable lifestyle.
All Elddis motorhomes comply with relevant European
standards and UK Road Vehicle Regulations.

Peace of Mind
We recognise the value that peace of mind affords on the
open road. So in addition to using the latest materials,
components and manufacturing techniques, we offer a
range of warranties: 5 Year Water Ingress Guarantee and
3 Year Comprehensive Factory Backed Warranty. An
exceptional package of warranty cover designed to give
you long-term peace of mind, and enhance the resale
value of your investment.

Elddis on the Web
Details of your nearest retailer, useful downloads and other Elddis vehicles can be
found on our fully detailed website at:

www.elddis-motorhomes.com
Why not sign up for our email news service for the latest information on Explorer,
Elddis and exclusive offers direct to your desktop via email.

This brochure does not constitute an offer by The Explorer Group Limited (Explorer). Explorer reserves
the right to, and does alter from time to time, technical specifications, prices and model ranges as
materials, model improvements and conditions require, and can accept no responsibility for
discrepancies between these and subsequent models shown. This brochure and the photographs
used are for guidance purposes only. Please be sure to check full current and technical specifications
with your retailer, or on our website, before ordering your new motorhome. All household items
illustrated in the brochure are used to enhance photography and are for display purposes only. They
are not supplied with your motorhome. Please note that Approved Retailers are not the agents of The
Explorer Group Limited. Accordingly they have no authority to bind Explorer or to make any
representation or undertaking whatsoever on behalf of Explorer.

The Explorer Group Limited
Manufacturers of Touring Caravans & Motorhomes
Explorer House, Delves Lane, Consett, Co.Durham DH8 7PE
Tel: 01207 699 000 Fax: 01207 699 001
www.explorer-group.co.uk

